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n VERSATILITY | PRIVACY | LUXURY

L

ooking for ways to modernize your home and enhance your lifestyle with
state-of-the-art windows, doors, room dividers, and skylights? Searching for
a better approach to privacy — from bathrooms, bedrooms, and kitchens —
to beautiful grand entrances?

OUR RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS:
HOMEOWNERS
ARCHITECTS

Whether you’re renovating, upgrading, or building a home — LC Privacy Glass is
the solution you’ve been looking for.

LUXURY HOME BUILDERS

All of our eGlass® technologies are designed for today’s innovative lifestyle needs:
HIGH-END CONDO DEVELOPERS
• Opens up endless design possibilities, particularly for odd shaped,
hard-to-reach and over-sized glass areas
• Is available as fully-framed and pre-wired windows, doors or skylight
units, or as a glass-only option

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
HOME IMPROVEMENT
COMPANIES

• Installs in windows or doors that either you provide or we supply
• We work with top industry leaders, including Andersen, Marvin, Pella,
Royal, Therma-Tru, Fleetwood, and many others

PARTITION PROVIDERS
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

• Provides the “WOW” factor that today’s homeowners are looking for
LC Privacy Glass for residential applications — exclusively from Innovative Glass Corp.
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LC PRIVACY GLASS
n WHERE OPEN VIEWS AND PRIVACY CAN CO-EXIST

E

nsure complete privacy with glass that switches to an opaque “frosted” state when needed. LC
Privacy Glass, our electronic glass powered exclusively with eGlass® brand technology, instantly
changes from transparent to frosted white via wall switch, mobile device, or hands-free voice
command. Discover the beauty and versatility of LC Privacy Glass — the perfect privacy solution for
residential windows, stationary and sliding doors, partitions, skylights, and more.
• When transparent, panels allow full views and daylight — when frosted, views are obscured,
providing complete privacy while allowing in defused light

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
APPLICATIONS
FRONT DOORS / ENTRANCES

• Controllable by switch, mobile device or voice command
PATIO DOORS
• Seamlessly incorporates into any home A/V system, regardless of complexity
LIVING & DINING ROOMS
• Operates on 110/120VAC (simple line voltage)
KITCHENS
• Can be used for interior and exterior, and both wet and dry applications
BEDROOMS
• Blocks 99% of damaging UV rays
• Available options include heated glass, decorative colors and textures, as well as high-security
attack-rated and ballistic configurations

BATHROOM WINDOWS
SHOWER ENCLOSURES

• Available as a pre-glazed, pre-wired window, door and skylight units

ROOM DIVIDERS / PARTITIONS

• All panes are safety-laminated (5/16” thickness and up) and are available as tempered,
or in various IGU thicknesses for exterior glazing systems

MEDIA ROOMS
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®

TAKE CONTROL and ensure complete privacy with glass that frosts instantly
on demand. Wherever you want an open design concept combined with
instant privacy, this versatile glass may be just the solution you’re looking for.

n SWITCHABLE PRIVACY — DESIGN VERSATILITY

C

onvert an unused space into a private home office — divide
a room and create an additional bedroom — turn your
bathroom into a tranquil spa. Windows, doors, and wall systems
created with electronically switchable LC Privacy Glass are
tailor-made for residential applications.
Whenever you’re at home, make it a place you love to be.
Customized to your specifications, our products are built-to-order,
and integrate seamlessly into most fixtures and casings. From
glass thickness to custom wiring, sizing, shaping, notching and
mounting — we’ve got you covered.

Whether your style is modern, contemporary, or traditional — or you
want to create an open concept space that provides an inspiring
combination of style, function, and privacy — you will want to learn
more about the power of LC Privacy Glass.
Our award-winning sales team is here to answer all of your questions,
provide technical assistance, and support to ensure that your project
is a success!
Since 2003, homeowners, architects, interior designers, glazers
and general contractors have turned to Innovative Glass for both
residential and commercial smart glass solutions.
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eGLASS SOLUTIONS

eGLASS SOLUTIONS
FOR EVERY ROOM
OF THE HOME

EXTERIOR
DOORS

FRONT ENTRANCES — Let the outdoors in and enjoy your
views without the need for window treatments. Just flip a
switch any time you want 100% privacy, especially at night.

n PRIVACY & SECURITY, OR OPEN VIEWS — IT’S UP TO YOU

E

njoy the beauty and functionality of LC Privacy Glass in exterior doors —
from front door entrances to back patios doors.

Eliminate the need for blinds or curtains, even when it’s dark outside and
interior lights are on. During the day you get 99% UV protection while
allowing in diffused light when the glass is in the private “frosted” state.
LC Privacy Glass Front Entrances — Where glass
and privacy co-exist. This is the “wow” factor your
guests can’t help but notice when approaching your
front door — but also an instant deterrent for nosy
neighbors, unwanted solicitors, or any time you choose
not to be visible to the outside world.
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BACK PATIO DOORS — Control glare and bright
sunlight entering a room at different times of the
day. Switch in sections, i.e., the lower portion for
privacy or the upper portion for light control.

ENTRANCES / PATIO DOORS
n INTEGRATING FORM & FUNCTION

S

liding, folding, and accordion doors are no
problem with our patented PowerTrackTM,
as well as our other power transfer systems
that take smart glass technology to a whole
new level. Nearly all types of external doors
will maneuver easily — with no visible wires!
All of our PowerTrack door, partition, and window
systems are hand-crafted and built to your
specs. It’s a great space-saver, and fits almost
any aesthetic with a clean, sophisticated look
that provides endless residential design options.
Design or upgrade entrance and patio doors with
LC Privacy Glass — the ideal solution for both
interior and exteriors door applications.
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BED, BATH & PARTITIONS
n TRANSPARENCY OR PRIVACY — YOU DECIDE
A privacy, light control, or space solution for bedroom
suites and luxury spa-like bathrooms.

One of 60 bathrooms designed with LC Privacy Glass installed in the world
famous Zaha Hadid building in New York City.

B

edrooms and bathrooms are both spaces in the home where privacy is most often required. Today, homeowners are requesting that their
interior designers and architects design these spaces to be “sanctuaries”, producing peaceful and tranquil environments where privacy
is a priority. And with tranquility comes more minimal designs that eliminate heavy curtains and window treatments, incorporating clean lines,
open views, and natural light — creating a sense of comfort and luxury.

Why wait to go on vacation to enjoy these benefits? With LC Privacy Glass, your bedroom, bathroom, or ensuite can be your get-away every
day, at the flip of a switch, mobile, or hands-free device. The design possibilities are endless.
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BED, BATH & PARTITIONS

n CUSTOMIZATION, CONVENIENCE, & SECURITY

SWINGING OR SLIDING DOORS
& WINDOWS

C

ustomized to your specifications... Our products are built-to-order, integrate seamlessly into
most fixtures and casings, and are well-suited for both wet or dry environments. When you
want to create an open concept space that provides an inspiring combination of style, function, and
privacy — you will want to learn more about switchable LC Privacy Glass. For nearly two decades
we’ve developed solutions for innumerable design challenges. In most cases, if you can dream it,
we can build it.

GLASS WALLS

Always secure, fail-safe homes... For an added sense of security when the power goes off, or in
the unlikely event of a power outage, LC Privacy Glass defaults to the private/frosted state.

SOAKER TUB PARTITIONS

Choose Innovative Glass to provide the solutions you need to turn your visions into realities, and
achieve your design goals.

WET OR DRY APPLICATIONS

SKYLIGHTS
PARTITIONS & ROOM DIVIDERS
SHOWER ENCLOSURES

SAUNAS
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LIVING ROOMS
n LET THE LIGHT SHINE IN

W

ho doesn’t love skylights? But
what about those times of the day
when bright sunlight becomes too much
of a good thing and you’re faced with
uncomfortable heat gain and sun glare?
Blinds defeat the purpose of skylights
and simply darken a room.
The solution — LC Privacy Glass.
Flip a switch to diffuse intense sunlight so
rooms remain bright and comfortable, but
the glare is gone. And, all our products
provide 99% UV protection in both the
private and transparent modes, protecting
fabrics, artwork, and occupants from the
sun’s harmful UV rays.

When curtains and blinds are not your best
option, LC Privacy Glass will give you the
comfort you need — reducing glare, diffusing
natural light, and protecting furniture and
artwork from damaging UV rays.
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LIVING & DINING ROOMS / KITCHENS

DINING ROOMS & KITCHENS
n STAYING ON TREND

Exterior Doors

Interior Doors

A

rchitects, and luxury home builders and renovators, are answering the demands of style-conscious
homeowners. Staying on trend means removing walls, creating larger and more open spaces
with sight lines all the way to the outdoors, often combining family rooms, dining rooms and kitchens
into open and expansive great rooms.

INTERIOR OR EXTERIOR
WINDOWS & DOORS
SKYLIGHTS
DIVIDERS & PARTITIONS

The pros... Spaces feel larger and brighter, are more inclusive, and are ideal for social gatherings.
The cons... There’s a lack of privacy from the outside and throughout the inside of the home.
But what if you could have it both ways? Well you can. The ideal residential solution, LC Privacy Glass,
will always give you the option of an open spacious feel with privacy on demand.

CUSTOM SHAPES & SIZES
PRIVACY AND / OR LIGHT &
GLARE CONTROL
99% UV PROTECTION
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WHY INNOVATIVE GLASS?
n ABOUT INNOVATIVE GLASS CORP

F

ounded in 2003 by Chairman and CEO Steve Abadi, Innovative Glass Corp has become a world leader in dynamic and smart glass solutions.
We offer a wide range of dynamic glass products for both residential and commercial applications, and across nearly all
industries. We work with leading Architects, Designers, Glaziers, Partition Providers, Window Manufacturers, and General
Contractors throughout the country, and we’re well known for our advanced technologies, high-quality products, and
exceptional customer service. All of our products are fully warranteed. Scan the QR code on the right to take a quick tour
of our showroom and learn more.

n WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
• Superior quality products

• All products made in the USA

• Most versatile technologies

• Orders are customized to your specifications

• Professional technical assistance

• Products are UL & CSA approved

• Award-winning customer service

• Comprehensive quotes within 24-48 hours

• Ongoing R&D

• Longest warranty in the industry

n AWARD WINNING PRODUCTS & SERVICES

n HERE’S WHAT SOME OF OUR CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING
We wanted a centerpiece window over the soaking tub in our new Master Bath. The overall room design is very minimalist so
“ we
wanted to avoid any window treatments. This beautiful privacy glass window with an arch top turned out to be the perfect
solution. Beth at Innovative Glass worked with us to make it a reality and we could not be more pleased.

”

— Thomas M.

If you’re looking for a switch glass company, this is the best in the biz!!!! Corey was very helpful, once a week updates on the
“ glass,
and made things happen by getting me my glass before schedule. Good job Corey! — Stelio N.
”
Excellent application and a Wow moment from every person that walks up to the front door. I would like to have it in all my
“ french
doors and also some of the windows. Next house! — Abe S.
”
Thank you so much for getting the window here early and updating me every week on the progress of both manufacturing and
“ shipping.
It came safely intact, and is installed in our bathroom shower. The electrician easily installed it, and it is the showcase
of our bathroom! Thank you so much for your efforts every step of the way!

”

— Lorraine L.

to share the success we had in the DC job. I went there and recorded this video. I want to meet you both this week,
“ ifI wanted
you have some time to discuss our relationship and next steps. I posted this on Linkedin and it’s is EXPLODING – people are
asking how I did it & are showing interest – my product manager is also interested.

”

— Joseph I.

Thanks for the window, it’s perfect! Total wow factor, but really the technology allows for the perfect privacy solution. Attached
“ are
2 pics, of on and off. Thanks again!
” — Joe L.
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BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

OUR CLIENTS
These are just a few of the clients we’ve served since 2003.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION & SPECS
We work with most major window, door, partition, and skylight manufacturers.
Framing options include wood, aluminum, aluminum clad, vinyl, and fiberglass.

n WINDOW SOLUTIONS

I

magine if your windows could provide privacy and light control in standard or custom
window sizes? Or, perhaps you need a specific cut or configuration for a room in a residence
you are designing or live in. Innovative Glass is your trusted source. We offer:
• Finished, fully-framed, and pre-wired windows — ready for builder installation
• Dozens of sizes and shapes — direct or through our dealer network
• Advanced eGlass technologies for enhanced functionality
So, whether you need a complete window delivered to your home, or pre-sized privacy glass
for an existing frame, Innovative Glass has you covered.

n DOOR SOLUTIONS

N

o matter what entry you’d like to protect or enhance with the power of smart glass
technology, Innovative Glass offers residential, industrial and commercial solutions
to meet all your needs. We provide:
• Solutions for privacy and light and control
• Single-framed doors or end-to-end door systems
• Stacking, swinging, sliding, folding, accordion, and patio doors
• Multi-panel telescopic doors for wide, full view, unobstructed openings
• Custom and proprietary wiring systems

At Innovative Glass, we have versatile and flexible glazing, fitting, and wiring solutions that
can be used to customize or retrofit virtually any doorway into an eGlass® entry — and all
electronic components are fully concealed.

n SKYLIGHT SOLUTIONS

W

ant the beauty of skylights in your home without the discomfort and damage caused by
the increased intensity of the sunlight entering a room? LC Privacy Glass, available only at
Innovative Glass, is the solution you’re looking for.
From kitchens and living rooms, to bathrooms and bedrooms — skylights made with LC Privacy
glass will give you exactly what you need without compromising the look and feel you want,
no matter what size or shape.
Innovative Glass offers versatile skylight solutions in virtually any configuration, opening,
or setting.
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n CORE FEATURES
Primary Function
Color

3

Powered By

Electrical

Privacy

3

Variable

—

n RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Private

Interior / Exterior

3

Windows

3

Doors

3

Skylights

3

Partitions

3

Curtainwalls / Glass Walls

3

Showers

3

Water Closets

3

Laminated Glass

3

Insulated Glass

3

Impact / Attack Rated / Bullet Resistant

3

Bent

3

Shapes

3

Holes

3

Retrofit / Surface Applied Film

n SPECIFICATIONS

White (Off) / Transparent (On)

User Control

Default / Unpowered State

n CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

Privacy

Option Available

Operating Voltage

120 VAC

Operating Current

20 mA / Sq Ft

Power Consumption

2.4 W / Sq Ft

Visible Light Transmission

77% (On) / 58% (Off / Private)

Specular Light

75% (On) / 0.01% (Off / Private)

Diffused Light

63% (On) / 4% (Off / Private)

UV Blocking
Maximum Size

99%
68”w x 168”h

Minimum Glass Thickness

5/16”

Maximum Glass Thickness

1 1/2”

Response Time
Temperature Limits

0.1 Sec (On) / 0.4 Sec (Off)
-4º to 160º F
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PRODUCT INFORMATION & SPECS

Windows, Doors, Partitions, and Wall Systems

120 Commercial Street | Plainview, NY 11803
516.777.1100 | 888.863.4527 | info@eglass.com
www.InnovativeGlassCorp.com
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